Members' News and Notices
The 2nd International Symposium on Consciousness, New Medicine and New Energy (26, 27
November,1998, Tokyo)
Dr. Shiuji Inomata writes: The symposium started with about 300 participants at Ibuka Hall,
Waseda University,.which was donated by late Mr. Ibuka founder of SONY Corp, on 10 am by
my opening greeting, which was followed by a welcome speech by Prof. Okushima,
President.of Waseda University. The president stated that it is very significant to study
phenomena which have not been understood so far by conventional science. In medicine,
we have studied only Western medicine but we should study Ki (Spirit) and Eastern medicine
together with Western medicine from now on. Prof. Brian Josephson, Nobel prize physicist
from Cambridge University, UK, in his opening lecture entitled "The Paranormal and The
Platonic World" commented on the discovery of various paranormal phenomena:
conventional scientific world view and orthodox physics have reached a limit. He also
pointed out that the so‐called Theory of Everything (T.O.E) has collapsed and our science has
entered in a new phase. Beside Prof. Josephson, David Lorimer, Director, Scientific and
Medical Network, UK, Dr. Brian O'Leary, Hawaii, U.S.A., Dr. Beverly Rubik, San Francisco,
U.S.A. were invited as the overseas speakers. Six new energy related abstracts out of 15
representations have been already printed in the New Energy News, Jan. 1999 and the
symposium proceedings are now being edited for publication. My judgement as the
chairman of the organising committee is that we arrived at a new paradigm science which
could accommodate perpetual motion‐like free energy devices as well as paranormal
phenomena in the 2nd symposium. There was a dramatic demonstration of spoon bending
at the symposium, where the end sheared off when being held upright. The symposium
related TV program was televised nation‐wide on the evening of 31 Dec., and the viewers
reportedly amounted to over ten million, and 80% of them recognised the reality of the
paranormal phenomena, such as clairvoyance and metal‐bending thus terminating the ESP
controversies in Japan.
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Prof. Sergei Sit'ko ‐ Physics of the Alive
A new issue of Sergei's journal published partly in Russian and partly in English. Relates to
what he calls the 'non‐equilibrium fraction of electromagnetic irradiation from the body in
the mm‐range by direct experiments'. Articles deal with crucial evidence in favour of the
fundamentals of a physics of the alive with a section on its medical and biological
applications. All technical stuff but fascinating to specialists. The aim of the journal is to
describe the transition from traditional biophysics to physics of the alive through an
approach based on the application of synergetical and quantum mechanical principles to the
theoretical description of life on all levels of its hierarchical organisation. Details: SRC
Vidhuk, 61B Volodymyrska Street, Kiev 252033, Ukraine.

James Oschman ‐ What is Healing Energy?
A series of six articles on the scientific basis of energy medicine published in the Journal of
Bodywork and Movement Therapies. Parts are: Historical Background, Measuring the Fields
of Life, Silent Pulses, Vibrational Medicines, Gravity, Structure and Emotions, Is Energy
Medicine the Medicine of the Future? Very comprehensive treatment. Enquiries about the
cost of this reprint to Jim at PO Box 5101, Dover, NH 03821, USA. Email: JOschman@aol.com
Janine Murray ‐ LifesMiracles.net
Janine is setting up a web site dedicated to the sharing of interesting life experiences,
without judgment. Experiences that are surprising, coincidental, mystical, strange, puzzling,
transformational or miraculous. Visitors to the site can submit or read short accounts of
experiences, poems, words of wisdom and comments. There is also a bulletin board. Topics
of interest include apparitions, cancer, coincidental meetings, ESP, pregnancy and childbirth,
NDEs and OBEs. In the future there will be an interview of the month. Details from Janine on
janine.murray@avalis.ch
Dr. William Baldwin and Dr. Alan Sanderson ‐ Remote Spirit Release Project
General Considerations
Alan writes: As spiritual therapists, we look forward to the time when our methods will be
accepted by the medical profession. But the medical profession is not interested. Why
should it bother even to notice us, when there are no research findings to support out
claims? If we want to be taken seriously, we must initiate research. Without measured
corroboration of our claims, we cannot speak from the same platform as conventional
therapists, and we will simply be laughed at. Only well‐designed studies, every bit as
rigorous as those demanded of conventional therapists, will do. I am fortunate in having
experience in research, both in anthropology and in psychiatry. I believe that spirit release
has reached a level of development at which scientific research is perfectly feasible, and that
we should be embarking upon this now. Remote spirit release (RSR) is more suitable than is
direct spirit release (DSR) for experimental study, since it avoids the criticism that the target
subject (TS) has been influenced by the beliefs of the therapist. Indeed, in one way, it verges
on the ideal, for the study can be "double blind", with neither the subject nor the researcher
knowing whether treatment has been given. The project here described is perfectly feasible.
It requires only a small number of research subjects and it can be completed within months.
It could provide a firm foundation for further studies.
Please contact me for further details: Dr Alan Sanderson, 2, Caroline Close, London W2 4RW
Tel/Fax 44 171 2298533 Email: Sanderals@aol.com
Kevin Allen ‐ Science, Discourse and Mind
Announcing a new reviewed journal: Science, Discourse and Mind. The editors welcome
articles that encompass discourses in popular science, the social sciences, the humanities
and mental health. Articles may be either empirical, methodological, or historical. Book
reviews are welcome. The journal is interdisciplinary and does not subscribe to any
particular paradigmatic view. Members interested in submitting articles, or obtaining copies
of the journal, may consult the web site for further details: www.leeds.ac.uk/sdm
Simon Best ‐ Electromagnetic Hazard and Therapy

An updated version of Electromagnetic News ‐ the name change reflects the growing
interest in the positive use of EMFs as well as their hazardous uses. Topics covered include
powerlines, VDUs, microwaves, magnetotherapy, mobile phones and safety guidelines.
Details: www.epsilon‐ltd.co.uk/emht or from PO Box 2039, Shoreham by Sea, Sussex BN43
5JD.
Steve Moore ‐ Journal of Yijing Studies
The Oracle is a non‐profit journal devoted to the I Ching (Yijing) and related studies and
published irregularly but about twice a year. It consists mainly of articles and there is an
interesting editorial on the history and cultural impact of the oracle in Brazil. Details: 7
Hillend, Shooters Hill, London SE18 3NH. Email: steve@fortstudy.win‐uk.net and web
www.mension.com/oracle/index.htm
Lynn Frances and Richard Bryant‐Jeffries ‐ A Declaration of Human Responsibilities
Lynn and Richard have formulated this declaration as a response to our current planetary
predicament, dominated as we are by short‐term thinking and self‐interest. It deals with
fostering the well‐being of other human beings and the planetary ecosystem, encouraging a
co‐operative spirit and reaching our fullest potential. They welcome comments and
suggestions: The Hart Centre, 2 Harts Gardens, Guildford, Surrey GU2 6QA.
www.hartcentre.demon.co.uk/udhr.htm
Julie Soskin ‐ School of Insight and Intuition
The School offers an all round education in psychic development. It aims to guide individuals
towards unity with their inner being, thereby assisting them to think for themselves. Its
premise is that the individual is a unit of divine consciousness and its main focus is to expand
awareness for greater living and empowerment. There are four stages of the basic course, a
course for teachers and a number of complementary courses on spiritual healing, astrology
and earth energy. Details: Midford, Uxbridge Road, Hampton TW12 1BD. Tel: 0181 979 0940.
Vernon Jenkins ‐ The Other Bible Code
Vernon has recently opened a new web site at the address:
http://homepage.virgin.net/vernon.jenkins/index.htm Readers will find a full account of his
work on sacred mathematics in relation to certain key texts of the Bible, notably Genesis and
Revelation.

